This article aims to understand the views of genomics scientists with regard to the data quality assurances associated with semiotics and Data-Information-Knowledge (DIK). The resulting communication of signs generated from genomic curation work, was found within different semantic levels of DIK that correlate specific data quality dimensions with their respective skills. Syntactic DQ dimensions were ranked the highest among all other semiotic data quality dimensions, which indicated that scientists spend great efforts for handling data wrangling activities in genome curation work. Semantic and pragmatic related sign communications were about meaningful interpretation, thus required additional adaptive and interpretative skills to deal with data quality issues. This expanded concept of 'curation' as sign/semiotic was not previously explored from the practical to the theoretical perspectives. The findings inform policy makers and practitioners to develop framework and cyberinfrastructure that facilitate the initiatives and advocacies of 'Big Data to Knowledge' by funding agencies. The findings from this study can also help plan data quality assurance policies and thus maximize the efficiency of genomic data management. Our results give strong support to the relevance of data quality skills communication in relation to data quality assurance in genome curation activities.
Introduction
As genome-level datasets increasingly accumulate, scientists are required to interpret and curate the genetic coding of genome sequences comprehensively with the newly results generated, i.e., gene expression, translated proteins, and environmental interactions, etc. The flow of information typically transfers from raw data (a collection of symbols representative of genetic codes) to pre-interpreted information. The data curation process is involved with the digitization and integration of disparate pieces of genomic data and with new attachments of information or knowledge from literatures [1] . Semiotics is the study of signs and symbols, their interpretation and use [2, 3] . Semiotics also is a 'scientific attitude, a critical way of looking at the objects of other sciences' [4] . Semiotic analysis and/or sign practice have been applied in other fields such as linguistics [5, 6] , communication [7] , business [8, 9] , and genetics [10] . Similarly, genomic information is a special kind of communicable signs that can be used in communication to produce and exchange biological or clinical meanings. The processes in genomic curation work may further benefit from the analysis of sign communications.
Although advanced, yet affordable genome-sequencing techniques have revolutionized how genomic data and information is managed, it requires effective means by which to process, interpret, and reuse the data. As genomic data and the information produced from the curatorial process often generates diverse data forms with various meanings; these varieties of curated data are likewise also occurred in different levels of semiotics and DIK hierarchy.
Genomic sequences and their genetic codes are stored as Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or Ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequences that form the basic building blocks of genetic coding [11] . The genome curation process, as shown in the central-dogma theory, indicates that genetic data codes were copied, transcribed as RNA, and finally translated to protein [12] . Genomic data handling in semiotic levels (i.e. empirics, syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics) can be correlated to specific data quality (DQ) requirements. Each semiotic level then addresses specific data quality and communication issues. However, when sorting out the patterns of massive genomic data in their respective semiotic Lester and Koehler [26] proposed a pyramid-structured framework to describe information within the related concepts of Data, Information, and Knowledge. The DIK pyramid has been translated into different contexts that demonstrate the interrelationship of semiotics and sign usage during information processing [27] . Burton-Jones et al. [28] discuss relationships that exist between those of semiotic levels, DIK hierarchy, and related data-quality concerns ( Figure 2 ). Rowley's study [29] proposed that information begins with data with its transference up to the knowledge in the DIK hierarchy. Such transference could increase and/or decrease data quality aspects of meaningfulness, transferability, and applicability depending on how meaning, structure, and operation of data are being communicated at different semiotic levels of the DIK hierarchy ( Figure 2 ).
Figure 1. Semiotic triangle illustrating comparisons between the concepts of Peirce, Buckland and Huang
Semiotic levels and their relationship to data, information, and knowledge helps to discern different data quality aspects that might require specific skills to resolve the quality concerns. Boell and Cecez-Kcmanovic identify information attributes in the aspects of sociomaterial context based on Stamper's [30] extended semiological framework [31] . Figure 2 demonstrates how the indirect landscape of the DIK hierarchy can be utilized to map dimensions of data quality aspects with their respective skills. For example, as shown in Figure 2 , the DIK hierarchy is representative of the correlations made between the semiotic levels of: Empirics, Syntactics, Semantics, and Pragmatics, and their respective components: data, information, and knowledge (i.e. empirics with physical signs, syntactics with data, semantics with information, and pragmatics with knowledge [32] ). The resulting interrelationships then provide the foundation from which signs are obtained, interpreted, and contextualized [32] . However, Tejay, Dhillon, and Chin [32] identified three communication gaps that occur during sign transference within different semiotic levels in the DIK hierarchy. A Receptivity gap occurs between the empiric and syntactic levels when signals are difficult to access through physical channels. An Interpretation gap shows between data and information as a result of insufficient meaning of data. And a Usefulness gap takes place when information is represented improperly within a particular context as knowledge [32] . Therefore, there might have different data quality issues that required respective skills to reduce the existed gaps between each semiotic level.
Semiotics Levels and Data Quality Dimensions
With regard to data quality dimension improvement, Lindland, Sindre, and Solvberg [33] proposed a conceptual model using semiotic levels to identify the means by which to achieve quality improvement goals. Burton-Jones et al. (2005) [28] developed a set of metrics drawing upon semiotic theory for ontology auditing. Other studies employed the use of data quality categories derived from semiotic levels. In one such study by Price and Shanks [34] , using semiotic theory with subjective and objective data quality views, applied integrity rules of conforming structural data or metadata to classify data quality dimensions. Semantic DQ dimensions were grouped according to 'external correspondence of referent,' and Pragmatic DQ dimensions were based on user perspective [34] . Whereas Tejay, Dhillon, and Chin [32] used semiotic theory to analyse DQ dimensions by connecting the levels of the Information Pyramid with the levels of DQ dimensions [26] .
Data quality dimensions determine related aspects of accuracy and/or consistency [1, 35] . The taxonomies of these dimensions were found to exist within varying contextualized environments such as that of the information system management [35] , the online community [36] , and genome curation [1] . As seen in Table 1 , the literature list demonstrates found relationships between semiotic taxonomies and their respective data quality dimensions. For example, the Empirics level focuses on establishing means of communication and data access [32] , while data quality issues focus on different data types being generated and their risk of being transmitted erroneously. Data quality dimensions operating at the Empirics level include accessibility, up-to-date, and security [32] .
Syntactics, however, focus on forms and structures of data or more specifically, the physical form rather than its content. Data quality dimensions operating at the Syntactics level include Accuracy [37] , Completeness [38] , Consistency [39] , Concise presentation, and Unbiased [40] . Data quality dimensions operating at Semantics level are associated with information rather than data [34] since the Semantics level focuses on meaning; more specifically, the interpretation of data that conveys meaning. Data quality dimensions operating at the Semantics level include believability, interpretability, and understandability [28, 32] . The same for credibility since it is regarded as an associative characteristic of meaning and believability strives to capture this issue [41] .
Pragmatics focuses on the use of information by people [34] and is concerned with the relation between data, information, and behaviour in a given context. Data quality dimensions related to the Pragmatics level includes appropriateness, relevancy, value-added, usefulness, and reputation [32] . Contextual aspects of pragmatic issues were related to relevancy and usefulness dimensions [32] . Reputation as a dimension focuses on the expectations of the user [35] . Value-added dimension attempts to understand the intention of use [1] . These dimensions are concerned with whether or not the data fits the problem task [1] . Related DQ dimensions are concerned with the intentional use, that is, how data would be used in relation to the problem at hand [32] . 
Semiotics, Data Quality Issues in Genome Curation
Semiotics is the study of signs and symbols and has traditionally been used to understand system analysis [14] , and data modelling [42] . Semiotics analysis has also been used in biological domains [43] . Data structure for genome curation moves from locating gene regions in the sequences to attaching diverse literatures and interpretations of gene networks and their interactions [44] . For example, according to the genetic coding rules [43] , triplet codons on DNA and mRNA that constitute a semiotic role in the specification of amino acids in proteins. Data curators will create textual records with various textual expression and textual content following the coding of on genomic data. As such, coding elements (signs) were identified and translated from genetic codes to functional annotation units, such as images, text, and clips. Genome curation is a process of information abstraction; it can be seen as a quite concrete progression from codes to concepts to user experience. Curating the massive amount of genomic data is intricate, and it required comprehensive user experiences to make meaningful curation in the level of data, information and knowledge. Data and its associated software/infrastructure are regarded as integral parts of the research data management [45] . The quality of these parts, and required skills should therefore be considered at the same time [46] . Data quality skills have been surveyed in several studies, and can be literacy, adaptive, technical and interpretive related [47] , dealing with syntactics, semantic, and pragmatic relative data quality problems. Curation activities most often require specific data quality skills to manage potential issues that arise within given semiotic levels during the curation process.
Method
Semiotics-based DQ dimensions were classified based on the bibliographic literature [32, 34] , shown in Figure 1 , for which the classification will be refined with the consideration of the taxonomy of data quality dimensions and skills in genome curation [1] . Survey participants consisted of 149 genomics scientists who had published journal articles related to genome annotation, curation methods, and research (number of emails reaching out: n=240 with a response rate: 62%). Each participant was provided with two scenarios that utilized scenario-based task analysis [1, [48] [49] [50] . Both scenarios represented and conceptualized genome curation activities, providing the same set of written requirements for genome curation that can be used to understand user perception. As designed, the survey provided participants with two scenarios with similar genome curation tasks, but with different questions with regard to DQ dimensions and/or skills.
The first scenario asked participants, using the Likert scale (1=least important -7= most important), to rate the top five out of a total of 17 DQ dimensions. Similarly, the second scenario, again using the Likert scale, asked participants to rate the top five out of a total of 17 DQ Skills. Within each of the four semiotic levels (Empiric, Syntactic, Semantic, and Pragmatic), the resulting top five DQ dimensions were added of which under each semiotic level was then summed, averaged and sorted. In order to identify the correlations that existed between DQ dimensions and DQ skills, the Pearson Correlation was used to compute each DQ dimension and each DQ skill (see Appendix 1). The DQ dimensions were grouped based on their semiotic types as empirics, syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics showed in Table 1 . The DQ skills were categorized as Technical, Interpretative, Adaptive, and DQ literacy skills reported in previous study [1] . The correlations between the groupings of DQ dimensions and skills were determined based on number of significant correlations between DQ dimensions and skills (see Appendix 1). Descriptive statistics, ranking statistics, and correlation analysis were computed using the SPSS (version 12) program.
Findings
Based on the literature [1, 32, 34] , seventeen DQ dimensions were grouped in each of the four semiotic levels (Empirics, Syntactics, Semantics, and Pragmatics). Empirics type DQ dimensions focus on how to manage genomic data. Thus, DQ dimensions are related to those items which determine accessibility and formatting of genomic data ('Accessibility', and 'Up-to-date'). However, it also indicates the need for both 'Traceability', and 'Security' of genomic data and their respective genomic record versions (Table 1) . Syntactic levels focus primarily on accuracy, impartiality, or that of being 'Unbiased', and consistency in presentation, of data format or structure. Semantics levels focus on the aspects of 'Interpretability', 'Understandability', 'Believability,' and 'Ease of manipulation.' However, Pragmatic levels focuses on appropriateness of fit within a context of use, its relevancy, completeness, conciseness, reputation, and whether or not it is value-added. Top five DQ dimensions for each group have the cell highlighted. Table 2 shows that the top five rankings of the DQ dimensions are 'Accuracy' (n= 106) in Syntactics, 'Accessibility' (n= 97) in Empirics, 'Completeness' (n= 70) in Pragmatics, and 'Believability' (n= 55) in Semantics, as well as 'Upto-date' (n= 50) in Empirics. The ranking of the average top-five ranking for the sum in each semiotic level were ranked from the highest to the lowest as the following: Syntactics, Empirics, Semantics, and Pragmatics.
The Pearson correlation was tested for each semiotic DQ dimension and skill. The analysis indicated that each DQ dimension was statistically correlated with certain types of skills with the number ranged from four to seventeen. Only one DQ dimension. 'Unbiased,' has all the DQ skills (shown in Table 3 ) significantly correlated (see Appendix 1). 'Relevancy', 'Reputation', and 'Security' also have correlations with almost all the DQ skills except for the skill of 'DQ measurement'. 'Accessibility' has the lowest number of significant correlations with only four of out of seventeen DQ skills (they belong to Interpretative and Literacy skills) that are significantly correlated. 'Ease of Manipulation' had seven skills correlated but no Technical skills were significantly correlated. 'Believability' has eight correlated DQ skills, but lacked any Adaptive skills save for 'Organization policies'. 'Consistent representation' did not correlate with any Technical skills except for 'Statistical techniques'. Interestingly, the 'Interpretability' did not have any significant correlation with technical related skills such as 'Data mining skills' and 'Structure Query Language' (Appendix 1). (Table 3 ) had no significant correlations by survey participants, as demonstrated in Appendix 1. Among them, Literacy skills were found to not be significantly correlated with certain data quality dimensions. 'Concise representation' is not related to any of DQ literacy skills such as DQ dimension and DQ implication but all others are related. Similarly, 'Up-to-date' is not related to any DQ literacy skills, and one adaptive skill: DQ cost and benefits. 'Appropriate amount of information' is also not significantly related to any DQ literacy skills, and one adaptive skill: DQ cost and benefit, and one technical skill: Data mining skill. As for 'Value-added,' all DQ literacy skills are not significantly correlated, either for 'DQ cost and benefit' (Adaptive) or 'Statistical techniques' (Technical). As for 'Accuracy', DQ dimension and DQ implication skills are not related, but 'DQ measurement' is related. Adaptive skills, such as 'Change process' and 'DQ cost benefits', are not significantly related either. While 'Structured Query Language' and 'Software tools' are both are Technical skills; neither have significant correlations with 'Accuracy'.
Except for 'DQ measurement' (a kind of DQ literacy skill), 'Data warehouse' (one of technical skills), and Software tools (one of the interpretive skills), 'Completeness' is related to all the remaining skills in four categories. As for 'Understandability', not statistical significantly correlated skills are primary technical related skills such as 'Statistical techniques', 'Data mining skills', and 'Structured Query Language', as well as one adaptive skill: DQ cost and benefit. Most of the not significantly correlated skills for 'Traceability' are technical: 'DQ audit', 'Data mining', 'Analytical models skills', as well as Adaptive skills such as 'DQ cost benefit', 'User requirement', and 'Data entry improvement'.
For each grouping level of semiotics related DQ dimensions and skills, the proportion of significant pairs of correlation for DQ dimension and skill could be different. Relationships between DQ dimensions and skills groups can be classified as 'weak', 'general', and 'strong' based on the proportion of significant pairs (Table 4) . DQ literacy skills were found to have a strong relationship to Semantics group of DQ dimensions. Adaptive skills were found strongly related with Pragmatics related DQ dimensions. Interpretive skills are closely related with Pragmatics related DQ dimensions. Technical skills were also found highly related with Syntactics and Pragmatics groups (Table 4) . 
Discussion
The study found that syntactic related DQ dimensions were ranked the highest within the genomics research community. This indicates that genome curation activities and related data quality issues focused heavily on areas of accurate conversions, format mapping, standardizations, description and notation [51] [52] [53] . Scientists, curators, and other genomics users care about the structural aspects of the data, and about whether the curated data is in concise and consistent formats. Data curators, practitioners, and scientists have to spend great efforts to integrate, manipulate, and organize genomic data. The data process involves moving the 'Genomics Mountains' by manually converting or matching the genomics data from one 'raw' form of genetic coding into another format that allows for more convenient consumption of the data with the help of semi-automated tools. Empirics-related DQ dimensions were related to data accessibility, traceability, currency, and security. Wherein data access remains an important factor for reuse, accessibility can be expensive, and it meets with other challenges as well, such as its management with regard to privacy and security matters [54, 55] . Scientists want the most current update of genomics resources. If the curated data were in well-organized formats, scientists might easily attach the updated representations of meanings on these genomics data.
Semantic related DQ dimensions were about the understandability of trust of curation resources (believability), data interpretation, and manipulation. Users interpret genome curation results based on the trustworthiness of resources regarding the curated functional units and related semantic interpretation. Librarians, especially those working for the institutional repositories, can clearly play a role and bear some of the resource selection and preservation responsibility for making sure that research data are preserved in a way that will be useful. Additional tools or artefacts such as metadata standards, ontology, and terminologies can be developed to facilitate the integration of the disparate pieces of information attachments on top of the genome sequences.
Pragmatic related DQ dimensions were about the data quality issues when scientists carry on their data practice for judgments, decisions about appropriation, relevancy, and usefulness of the data use. These data quality aspects were determined by the scientists based on the expectations of the use. The value of the information is also decided by the individual based on his experience and the intension of use. These pragmatic dimensions are concerned with whether data fits in the genome curation task. With current curation needs, scientists care more about data access rather than if it is fit for use.
The research revealed that data quality aspects with regard to the communication and exchange of meaning through genetic codes require specific skill sets at different communication stages. Some researchers that create datasets may not have the technical capacity that others have to annotate and process those datasets. Correlation analysis indicates that DQ literacy can be used to tackle Semantic DQ issues, so that researchers can make subjective and conceptual judgments to manually interpret the result of data curation.
It is unclear, sometimes, in what ways genomic data and related curation are still not enough, in what ways they represent final products. The curation environment demands of its users to possess Adaptive skills to both manage data, and assure its value and relevancy to the context. In addition, Adaptive skills can help researchers understand the curation requirements from end users so that they can accommodate and customize the curation product to meet the local needs. Furthermore, Adaptive skills such as Information overload, or Change process could help users obtain the appropriate amount of curation data in the system and thus improve the pragmatic value of genome annotation data.
Scientists also use automation tools to expedite genome curation work. Technology will advance ways of creating tools that help fully capture annotation resources with more metadata automatically early on the process as time progresses. Technical skills including 'Data mining skills' ultimately solve the intrinsic data quality problems such as the accuracy level of annotation data. Technical skills such as 'DQ audit', 'Analytical models', and 'Software tools' could help improve the curation workflow and process, and determine the usefulness of the annotation data and judge the levels of relevancy, trustworthiness, and accessibility for the genomics data.
Figure 3. Connecting types of data quality dimensions and skills in the levels of data-information-knowledge (adapted from [32])
The interconnectivity of skills taxonomy to data quality dimensions can be demonstrated by mapping each of correlating movement between semiotic levels. Tejay et al., (2006) had reported the communication gaps among the semiotic levels [56] . Figure 3 shows the connection of the data, information, and knowledge semiotic framework in order to better understand data quality dimensions and skills. It also makes the distinction between these levels. In general, genome curation tasks and activities can occur across different semiotic levels. For example, genome curation process starts with obtaining and accessing raw sequence data at the Empiric level, then checking data consistency at the Syntactic level, and then attaching meaningful information at Semantic level, and making useful annotations by adding new knowledge at the Pragmatic level.
Genomic data are being generated at unprecedented rates, the semiotics communication gaps showed in Figure 3 highlight the skills that can remediate specific but not 'Esperanto' solutions in data quality. The Receptivity gap has technical implications; for instance, how to physically or logically access the data with solid technical skills. The Interpretation gap has an impact on operations when misinterpretation of data would result in poor predicates for the process of decision-making. The Usefulness gap impacts both decision-making and overall strategy, which requires adaptive skills during the genome annotation process. Identifying data quality dimensions and corresponding skills on the levels of data-information-knowledge help us propose effective approaches to provide accessible, interpretable, and useful signal transmissions among these levels.
Conclusion
Six U.S. federal funding agencies have launched 'Big Data' initiatives promoting new research on managing the large and complex research data in open access environments (the White House OSTP, 2012). Among them, the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) has launched the Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) initiative. The goal of the initiative is to build a healthy cyberinfrastructures and/or ecosystem that support biomedical community research. This study illustrates the semiotic relationships, and signal communication strategies from genomic big data to knowledge, and respective data quality and skills requirements during the process.
The research formulated a semiotic related data quality model to identify the priority of data quality dimensions and skills in different levels of semiotics and DIK hierarchy from the users' perception ( Figure 3) . The research collected empirical data for understanding community based opinions regarding the perception of priority settings of data quality dimensions and skills in different semiotics levels when dealing data to knowledge.
Overall, scientists process enormous amounts of distributed data through many tools designed to aid knowledge discovery, representation and manipulation. This study has some limitations. Rather than direct observation, the data in this study was collected through survey method in hopes to better understand scientists' opinion with regard to required data quality skills and dimensions and try to correlate specific sets of data quality and skills in genome curation. Future research can be conducted for additional validity of the semiotics relationships in data quality and skills from the genomics scientists' point of view.
Genomics research, although data-intensive, can help to identify and develop those tools and support mechanisms such as policies, procedures, training modules, and strategies to serve the research community. Findings from this study will facilitate further discussion and inform decision-making for genome curation processing and data manipulations. On a practical level, results from this research could be used to develop flowcharts of information processing from raw data to usable knowledge. It also helps develop curation policy and guidelines for practitioners by aligning specific skill sets to improve data accuracy in curation. Such tailor-made tools would enable optimization of quality assurance activities in genome data practice.
Furthermore, levels of semiotics serve as a theoretical basis to analyze data quality dimensions with their respective skills during sign transmission. It provided a social and technological infrastructure that allows genomic community to create the kind of environment that sustain, support and make genomic data useful. This helps community to create the kind of environment that to build sustainable social infrastructure to support and make genomic data more useful. Data curators can use specific data quality skills to solve data quality issues by reducing the semiotics gaps on the levels of data-information-knowledge. This study found sign communications involved in genome curation activities, at the current stage, primarily emphasize on data wrangling, while data curators themselves, work diligently for data wrangling activities such as data cleaning, merging, and automatic standardization.
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